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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
� We calculated cumulative creation of
defects in tungsten by self-atom
impact.

� At some energies, the defect count
saturate with increasing damage
dose.

� The defects are accumulated in the
first few layers of the tungsten
surface.

� The interstitials are formed predom-
inantly as adatoms.
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a b s t r a c t

We study evolution of the surface defects of a 300 K tungsten surface due to the cumulative impact of
0.25e10 keV self-atoms. The simulation is performed by molecular dynamics with bond-order Tersoff-
form potentials. At all studied impact energies the computation shows strong defect-recombination
effect of both created Frenkel pairs as well as recombination of the implanted atoms with the va-
cancies created by the sputtering. This leads to a saturation of the cumulative count of vacancies, evident
at energies below 2 keV, as long as the implantation per impact atom exceeds sputtering and to a
saturation of the interstitial count when production of the sputtered particles per impact atom becomes
larger than 1 (in the energy range 2-4 keV). The number of cumulative defects is fitted as functions of
impact fluence and energy, enabling their analytical extrapolation outside the studied range of
parameters.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The next-generation fusion reactors will be characterized by
high fluxes of neutrons and plasma-particles at all plasma-facing
components, and could operate with hot walls for thermody-
namic efficiency of the energy conversion. Tungsten is favorite for
the wall material due to its excellent thermo-mechanical proper-
ties, primarily low erosion rate, high melting temperature and low
Krstic).
hydrogen retention. The D-T fusion produces 3.5 MeV alpha-
particles and 14.1 MeV neutrons whose effects to the tungsten
walls are still being evaluated. Of particular interest is growth of so-
called tungsten “fuzz” [1,2], appearing above critical fluences,
fluxes, energies and temperatures. The effect of damage in tungsten
caused by 14.1MeV neutrons on the interactions of D, T and Hewith
the material is still being intensively studied. Impact of self-atoms
on the tungsten surface is often used as a “surrogate” for the
damage inflicted by neutrons, since self-ions or -atoms of appro-
priate impact energies can represent the Primary Knock-on Atoms
(PKA) created by impacting neutrons in a burning fusion reactor
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that start the damage cascades in the first wall of magnetic fusion
devices.

The surface of the plasma facingmaterial is exposed primarily to
D, and T, the dominant constituents of the fusion plasma. Although
tungsten has much lower solubility for hydrogen [3] than carbon,
the phenomena of super-saturation and deep permeation of H in
tungsten can cause bubble, blister and crack formation in the ma-
terial under high fusion reactor particle fluxes [3e5]. If not well
understood and controlled, these features might raise questions
regarding the choice of tungsten as a good fusion material [3].

It has been known that defects in tungsten, in particular at the
grain boundaries and in vacancies, as well as presence of extra-
neous polluting particles (like O, C), are preferred sites for deute-
rium and helium retention [3,6]. While the grain structure is mainly
a consequence of the material metallurgy, other material defects
are created by pre-bombardment by various energetic species,
which can stimulate the formation of He-bubbles in tungsten and
even the growth of He “fuzz” [1,2,7,8], although the effect of near-
surface radiation damage on nanofuzz formation still remains to
be elucidated. Most of the studies of neutron-induced damage use
self-ion/atom irradiation, which can conveniently produce signifi-
cant damage in the near-surface region [9,10]. In preparation for
simulations of plasmaesurface interactions (erosion, hydrogen and
helium uptake and recycling) occurring in tungsten walls damaged
by energetic neutrons, we are thus studying the evolution dy-
namics of vacancies and interstitials to relatively high dpa doses of
tungsten surfaces bombarded by self-atoms.

Single impact MD simulations of displacement damage in a
variety of bcc and fcc metals and in a wide range of temperatures
and impact energies have been extensively investigated [11e15].
Thus, Bacon [12] reviewed evolution of displacement cascade in a
bulk, formed by PKAwith kinetic energy larger than a few hundred
eV, not seeing significant effects of a particular crystal lattice. He
considers two stages developing in time: The collision phase (a few
tenths of ps) in which energy of PKA is distributed by multiple
collisions to many atoms which leave their lattice sites. In the
second phase (several ps) themajority of the displaced atoms of the
disordered core (or liquid phase) return to their lattice sites by
thermal relaxation. The atoms that are not able to regain their
lattice sites become SIA (self-interstitial atoms) at the periphery of
the core, creating together with vacant sites the primary damage
state. As discussed by Nordlund [13], for the case of copper and
nickel, the separation of interstitials and vacancies, present in the
contraction phase of the liquid core formed by cascades inside the
material, is particularly efficient at the surface, producing adatom
islands far from the liquid zone of the cascade. Stoller [14]
considered formation and size of both vacancy and interstitial
clusters during a displacement intra-cascade in iron. The number of
Fig. 1. (a) Evolution of defects in a few 10ps impact cascades at 1 keV. The dashed line is fol
recombination time.
the surviving point defects and size of the clusters increases with
increase of the cascade energy, following the NRT [12, 14, and ref-
erences therein] power law, but weakly depend on the tempera-
ture. We extend such studies to simulations of the cumulative
effects of displacement damage by following, in addition to the
temporal evolution of the damage cascade launched by each self-
atom impact, the accumulation of this damage during cumulative
impacts of such atoms. Recent studies of Calder at al [15]. on iron
substrate support the previous findings that the number of va-
cancies and SIAs that survive intra-cascade recombination is fairly
insensitive to the metal and temperature.

We previously studied the evolution of vacancies and in-
terstitials in a hot tungsten surface, as well its erosion, during
successive impacts of self-atoms [9,16]. The present work is a
continuation of that effort to study cumulative effects in plas-
maematerial interactions near surface under the extreme condi-
tions of high-radiation damage and high temperature projected for
next-generation fusion reactors. Considering the evolution of a
single cascade, our findings are in agreement with previous works,
such as fast creation of the defect core, after which most of dis-
placed atoms return to their sites in the ps-time range, as shown in
Fig. 1a, and 1b.

The clustering of vacancies and interstitials at the surface of
tungsten is visible even after a large number of impacts, as seen in
Fig. 2, and as also discussed for Cu and Ni in Ref. [13].

The number of surviving defects is increasing with energy, and
both dependence of the number of vacancies and interstitials
follow the NRT power law for self-atom impact energy E in the
range from 0.25 keV to 6 keV, as shown in Fig. 3, obtained by
averaging of the surviving defects in the first ten cascades. This
power law dependencewas -found also for Fe [14] and other metals
[12] in a bulk, but in a different range of energies and with different
exponents. Our findings are likely due to the effect of the surface,
which significantly influences the survival probability. In addition,
this dependence on PKA energy changes with accumulation of
defects and will be considered in our forthcoming publication.
While our previous theoretical study was limited to 1 keV and
10 keV self-atoms and hot (1000 K) tungsten surfaces [9,16], in the
present work we extend the study to additional impact energies in
the range 250 eV to 10 keV, and to room temperature (300 K)
tungsten surfaces. Our goal is to understand the unexpected satu-
ration of the defects obtained previously as well as to check if this
saturation persists with change of impact energy. Though hot
tungsten is of interest for the next generation machines, we chose
here the room temperature for two reasons: 1) ITER will operate at
close-to-room temperature coolant [17], and 2) most of the ex-
periments of pre-damaging of tungsten have been done at room
temperature [18,19].
lowing the survived defects. (b) Evolution of one cascade at 10 keV impact, with longer



Fig. 2. Clustering of vacancies and interstitials at the tungsten surface after 888 impacts of 1 keV self-atoms on 1000 K tungsten. a) and c) are side views, clearly showing
accumulation of vacancies and adatoms at the surface, while b) and d) are top views of the surface, showing the separated clustering of vacancies and interstitials. The majority of
adatoms are from implanted self-atoms (blue), while SIA's are visible in ocker color. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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The details of our simulation are shown in Section 2, while the
obtained results are presented and discussed in Section 3. We give
our conclusions in Section 4.
Fig. 3. Cascade energy dependence of the surviving defects number for tungsten
bombarded by self-atoms of energy E. The average was obtained for the first ten
cascades in 300 K “virgin” tungsten; error bars are the standard errors. While the
surviving number follows the NRT power law for energies smaller than 6 keV, it sat-
urates at higher energies for the number of cascades considered.
2. Details of the simulation

Single impact MD simulations of displacement damage in bcc
and fcc metals has been extensively investigated [11e15]. We
extend such studies to simulations of the cumulative effects of
displacement damage by following, in addition to the temporal
evolution of the damage cascade launched by each self-atom
impact, the accumulation of this damage during cumulative im-
pacts of such atoms. We perform our simulations using classical
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation code LAMMPS [20] and study
the creation and recombination of Frenkel pairs under self-atom
impact as well as the evolution of the tungsten surface under cu-
mulative impact of self-atoms. Our bcc tungsten crystal simulation
cell is oriented to have a <100> free surface and contains about
26,000 atoms (lateral dimension, Lz 7.6 nm) for impact
energies� 1 keV, 128,000 atoms (Lz 12.7 nm) for 2 and 4 keV,
351,232 atoms at 6 keV (Lz 17.7 nm) and 250,000 atoms
(Lz 15.8 nm) for E� 8 keV. The size of the numerical cells are
chosen so that 99% of the impact cascade atoms do not reach
deeper than half of the cell depth. The two bottom layers of each
cell were frozen to avoid slipping of the cell relative to the nu-
merical box due to the momentum it receives by cumulative im-
pacts. The cells are “oversized” to avoid artificial reflection of
cascade atoms from the bottom of the cell. The projectile W atoms
were emitted toward the surface from random positions on an
emitting surface about 15 Å above the W surfaceevacuum
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interface, in random directions within 100 from normal incidence.
The slight variation from perpendicular (z-) impact is to prevent
channeling of the impact atoms. 2D periodic boundary conditions
were applied (in x-y directions).

Each impact at energies� 2 keV was run for t ¼ 15 ps, at larger
energies t¼ 26 ps, with exception of 10 keVwhich ran for t¼ 30 ps.
These times were found by numerical experimentation, with the
goal that the impact cascade ends and any sputtered atom leave the
numerical box. This part of the evolution performs freely for each
impact, without application of any thermostat. The last 6 ps of the
impact time was divided between application of a Langevin ther-
mostat for 5 ps to remove the deposited impact energy, i.e. to
reduce temperature to 300 K, followed by 1 ps relaxation time. We
used a 0.2 fs time step, which quite well conserved the total energy
of the system, in spite of the time discretization.

LAMMPS allows use of a variety of inter-atomic potentials, both
many-body and binary interactions. We have selected the Bond
Order Potential (BOP), from the well-known family of Tersoff po-
tentials [21] with tungsten parameters developed by Juslin et al.
[22]. The Tersoff potential is the earliest and one of the simplest
BOPs (polarization effects are not included, neither is there
Coulomb-screening at very short distances). Juslin et al. extended
this approach in the case of tungsten to include the short-distance
universal repulsive potential of Ziegler, Biersack, & Littmark (ZBL)
[23], and to include the effects of second-nearest-neighbors due to
the metallic nature of W atoms bonding. This potential is widely
used in MD simulations of tungsten interactions [5,24]. It is
important to note that this potential permits the defect analysis
required for follow-on studies of plasmaesurface interactions
(possibly including chemistry) with the damaged tungsten. Though
there are no chemical reactions in the present system, use of the
BOP opens possibilities for future studies of chemically active
mixtures of damaged tungsten with carbon, oxygen and hydrogen.
We note that our use [25] of the more popular Embedded Atom
Method (EAM and its extension MEAM, [26]) resulted in only
slightly accelerated calculation time, and produced in the present
study virtually identical results to the ones with the BOP potential.

3. Simulation results and discussion

The primary damage was produced in displacement cascades by
the recoil of primary knock-on atoms and consists of point defects,
Fig. 4. Cumulative counts of the vacancies, interstitials, sputtered, implanted and reflected s
Approximate saturations of vacancies and interstitials as function of cumulative number of W
for 1 keV at 1000 K.
which cluster. The primary number of vacancies and interstitials in
tungsten, as well as their residual number upon recombination,
evolve with time, and depend on the impact energy, and temper-
ature of the surface. The number of sequential impacts was about
400e500 at all energies.

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of defect production, as well as
sputtering and implantation, for 300 K and 1000 K W surfaces at
two impact energies. No significant influence of the temperature of
the tungsten surface is evident, at least in range 300e1000 K. This
may be expected, since the time scale of tens of picoseconds over
which the various processes are followed after each impact, is too
short for thermal effects to propagate. The trends at the two tem-
peratures are very similar, with only minor differences that can be
ascribed to random fluctuations. Somewhat smaller sputtering and
implantation, and somewhat larger reflection at 300 K than at
1000 K for 1 keV can partially explain systematically slightly
increased (<10%) vacancy and interstitial cumulative counts. At
10 keV the sputtering dominates over the implantation at all impact
fluences, however no temperature effects seems to affect sputter-
ing and implantation. All variations of the cumulative interstitials
and vacancies (<10%) can be considered random.

We count vacancies by comparison with the unperturbed (un-
damaged) tungsten cell (the same one which served as a starting
target in the cumulative bombardment with self-atoms). Thus,
taking the empirical radius of Watom of d¼ 1.36 A¼ a/2.33, where
a ¼ 3.16 A is the tungsten bcc cell length, we detect a vacancy if
there is no atom at a position of a tungsten atom in non-damaged
cell and in spherical volume of radius d in an observed instant of
time. Similarly, interstitial is detected if an atom in the damaged
tungsten is found at a distance larger than d from any other atom in
the non-damaged lattice. Obviously this procedure is not depen-
dent on the level of the system damage.

The dpa values shown in the figures represent the peaks of the
vacancy production depth profiles at each W impact energy, ob-
tained using SRIM [23] (Fig. 5) with the Kinchin-Pease formalism
[10] As illustrated in our previous publication [16], following each
W atom impact an initial “explosion” of a large number of in-
terstitials and vacancies occurs. The collisional cascade cools, and
the number of defects stabilizes due to recombination of the va-
cancies with interstitials and implants, reaching a low, steady-state
value within at most a few tens ps, as has been previously observed
(e.g., see Fig. 1 in Ref. [10]). The vacancy production was converted
elf-atoms impacting with energy E on a mono-crystal of tungsten at 300 K and 1000 K.
impacts at E ¼ 1 keV and 10 keV respectively, are visible. Data from Ref. [16] were used
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to displacement per atom (dpa) units using the relation: dpa ¼ D x
F/r, where D is the # of vacancies/(Å x atom), F is the incident
fluence, and r is the number density of tungsten (6.33 � 1022/cm3).
SavitzkyeGolay averaging was applied to the damage profiles to
remove near-surface binning irregularities. It was verified that the
total vacancy production per ion agreed with the NRT model (eq.
(1) in Ref. [10]). We used the recommended [27] 90 eV for the
threshold displacement damage energy threshold, and SRIM
default values [23] of 3 eV for the lattice binding energy, and
8.68 eV for the surface binding energy.

To aid better understanding of the saturation properties of the
defect production, and to enable its interpolation/extrapolation to
the values of fluences and impact energies not considered here we
fit the calculated defect dependences at various impact energies to
analytical expressions. Thus, the cumulative sputtering, reflection
and implantation numbers Y are fitted with the straight lines
Y ¼ Dk, where k is the number of cumulative impacts. On the other
hand, the saturated dependences, vacancies at impact energies
�1 keV and interstitials at higher energies are fitted to the form
Y ¼ Ak/(B þ k), which saturate to a constant A at large fluences,
k >> B. Finally, the interstitial dependences at lower energies and
vacancy dependences at higher energies are additionally fitted to
the form Y ¼ Ak/(B þ k)þ Ck, where the values for A and B are
obtained from the saturated curves. The conjecture behind this
Fig. 5. SRIM results of total and depth resolved vacancy production as function of W
impact energy.

Table 1
The fitting coefficients and their standard errors for the defects as function of the number
crystal of temperature 300 K. The cumulative vacancies and interstitials are fitted to the
fitted to the straight lines Sk, Ik, and Rk, respectively. Conversion factor of the impact num
E� 1 keV, 6.23 � 1011 for 2 and 4 keV, 3.23 � 1011 for 6 keV, and 3.99 � 1011 for 8 and 1

E (keV) Vacancies Interstitials

A B C A

0.25 181.37 ± 0.86 33.87 ± 0.98 �0.166 ± 0.001 *
0.50 211.46 ± 0.79 21.53 ± 0.63 0 *
0.75 361.40 ± 1.40 55.89 ± 1.00 0 *
1 410.33 ± 1.20 42.15 ± 0.67 0 *
2 * * 1.06 1057.43 ± 3.
4 * * 1.84 1163.54 ± 2.
6 * * 2.06 3146.24 ± 13
8 * * 2.65 2634.49 ± 11
10 * * 3.05 3310.61 ± 18
form is that both the number of vacancies and interstitials are re-
siduals of the incomplete recombination of the Frenkel pairs
created upon the initial impact cascade and that they are therefore
approximately equal at fluences low enough to neglect effects of
sputtering and interstitials. At higher fluences, as discussed below,
the increase of interstitials (at low energies) and vacancies (at
higher energies) is governed by the linear increases of cumulative
implantation and sputtering numbers, respectively. We list all ob-
tained coefficients in Table 1.

Both implantation and sputtering play important roles in the
final balance of the defects, however their mutual influence is not
the same at all impact energies. Typical cases for E� 1 keV are
shown in Fig. 7. At E ¼ 250 eV sputtering is negligible, and the large
number of interstitials is a reflection of the dominance of implan-
tation (Pimpl¼ 0.88 implants/W, practically all that are not reflected,
Pref ¼ 0.12/W). The interstitial curve approximately follows the
slope of the implantation line at large cumulative impact number.
As the number of implants increase, the number of vacancies de-
creases due to the increased recombination with implanted W's. At
500 eV impact energy, all impact (except reflected) atoms are
implanted, however the sputtering probability of Psput ¼ 0.25/W
leads to creation of additional vacancies which recombine with
implants, keeping the number of vacancies almost constant. This
trend is seen also at E ¼ 0.75 keV in Fig. 6(a) and at E ¼ 1 keV in Fig
4(a). The difference of interstitials and vacancies D(i,v) at these
energies is close to the difference of implanted and sputtered
atoms. Thus, the dashed line in Fig. 7(b) is obtained by adding D(i,v)
to the cumulative vacancy curve.

At all studied impact energies, many of the vacancies and in-
terstitials from the initial damage recombination, resulting in a
relatively small number of final defects, whose number saturates
after a few hundreds of impacts at E� 1 keV. A significant number
of the primary vacancies are created by sputtering which subse-
quently recombine with implanted self-atoms as long as the im-
plantation production is larger than the vacancy one. This changes
at higher energies, as shown in Fig. 8. The dominance of interstitials
over vacancies is due to the dominance of sputtering vs. implan-
tation. The interstitial number flattens at larger number of cumu-
lative impacts, since most of the implants recombine with a part of
vacancy count created by sputtering. As a consequence, the differ-
ence between the dominant number of defects (here vacancies)
and minority defects (here interstitials) is close to the difference
between cumulative number of sputtered and implanted W. The
dashed curves in 8b) and 8c) as well as in Fig. 7(b)) are obtained by
adding the difference of cumulative number of sputtered and
implanted W to the number of interstitials. Obviously, D(i,v) is a
negative number at all considered fluences for all cases in Fig. 7.
of cumulative impacts, k, of self-atoms of kinetic energy E on a <100> tungstenmono
form Ak/(B þ k)þ Ck, while cumulative sputtering, implantation and reflection are
ber to the fluence depends on the interface surface area, and is 1.73 � 1012 cm�2 for
0 keV. “*” denote repeating values of the relevant symbols in the same row.

Sputt S*k Impl I*K Refl R*k

B C

* 0.59 ~0 0.88 0.12
* 0.51 0.25 0.85 0.14
* 0.35 0.42 0.82 0.18
* 0.12 0.68 0.87 0.13

05 49.09 ± 0.63 0 1.68 ± 0.002 0.87 0.13
67 52.68 ± 0.58 0 2.30 ± 0.003 0.90 0.10
.29 128.91 ± 1.46 0 2.38 ± 0.003 0.92 0.08
.52 103.72 ± 1.39 0 2.79 ± 0.003 0.86 0.14
.26 169.45 ± 2.42 0 3.22 ± 0.004 0.80 0.20



Fig. 6. Typical fitting curves (thin lines), defined in Table 1 for two impact energies, 0.75 keV and. 8 keV.

Fig. 7. Cumulative defects at impacts energies E � 1 keV, T ¼ 300 K a) E ¼ 250 eV; b) E ¼ 500 eV.
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As seen in Table 1, and shown in Fig. 9 the implantation fraction
is close to 1 and almost independent of energy, while the sputtering
yield strongly increases with energy. Although smaller than the
implantation count at E� 1 keV, the sputtering count significantly
exceeds it at higher energies. The obtained sputtering yields are in
excellent agreement with published values [28]. Crossing of the
curves in Fig. 9 for sputtering and implantation is seen between 1
and 2 keV impact energy. The implantation (>0.8) and reflectance
(<0.2) probabilities/W vary little in the whole range of energies.
The sputtering yield/W increases from 0.25 at 250 eV, to larger than
1 (~1.7) at 2 keV impact energy, and then changes slowly with
energy (reaching ~3.2 at 10 keV), staying larger than 1.

For lower energies the peak steady-state defect level of va-
cancies is reached between 0.02 and 0.1 dpa. At higher energies, the
number of vacancies never fully saturates but slowly linearly in-
creases with the sputtering count (minus implantation). This
regime is reached at about 0.1 dpa for impact energies larger than
1 keV. The increase is still much slower than the increase of the
vacancies from the virgin surface, for the lowest fluences. The
simulation results thus confirm our earlier conjecture that the final
material damage level is significantly lower than the external self-
ion damage dose. The much slower increase of the damage level at
the higher energies could be partly responsible for the recently
reported [18,19] saturation of H-retention in room temperature W
at self-ion damage doses above 1 dpa, obtained byMeV's impacts of
self-ions.

For completeness, in Fig. 10 we present the dependences of the
cumulative vacancies and interstitials as function of impact energy,
for three distinct values of the impact fluence. The values for higher
impact energies at fluences of 7 � 1014 cm�2 and 2 � 1015 cm�2 are
obtained by extrapolation of the fitting formulas in Table 1. The
transition from the dominant number of interstitials to the domi-
nant number of vacancies is visible at impact energies slightly
larger than 1 keV, for all three cases of impact fluences. It is inter-
esting that the cumulative interstitial counts tend to constant
values close to 1015 cm�2 with increasing energy and impact flu-
ence. On the other hand, the cumulative vacancy count reaches a
power law dependence on energy, i.e. it behaves approximately as
E0.6. This is similar to the fit of the dependence of the C parameters
for vacancies in Table 1, which gives C ~ E0.6. This indicates that for
large fluences (F > 5 � 1014 cm�2) and higher energies the cumu-
lative vacancy count created by self-atom impact increases as FE0.6.

For all considered energies most of the produced defects tend to
accumulate close to the surfaceevacuum interface, reflecting
damage of the first few layers of the surface. As illustration, we
show in Fig. 11 the defect distributions at impact energies of 1 keV
and 6 keV for a damage dose of about 0.6 dpa and 0.25 dpa,
respectively. We record the defects in 1.58 Å bins, above and below
the interface. For 6 keV the vacancy distribution extends to about
20 Å ~13 unperturbed atomic layers or lattice planes in depth and is
strongly peaked at the interface. Significant numbers of interstitials
accumulate as adatoms up to approximately 5 Å above the original
interface, contributing together with the first-layer vacancies to
surface roughening rather than being traps for H and He atoms. The
percentages of adatoms in interstitials as function of impact energy
E are presented in Fig. 12.

Other effects of nearby surfaces on the evolution of displace-
ment damage cascades have been reported in earlier MD



Fig. 8. Cumulative defects at impacts energies E � 1 keV, T ¼ 300 K.

Fig. 9. Dependence of sputtering, implantation and reflection per impacting W atom,
obtained from the slopes of the relevant straight line fits in Table 1. Fig. 10. The impact energy dependence of the cumulative number of vacancies and

interstitials at three fixed fluences of W.
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simulation studies [11e15]. Interestingly, vacancies initially created
deeper in the bulk as steady-state Frenkel pairs are mainly filled by
implants. Thus, implantation has a role in narrowing of the vacancy
distribution toward the surface.

4. Conclusions

We carried out damage simulations that account for the
material response to the damage dose in detail, for a range of en-
ergies and for room temperatures, which are mainly used in the
experiments. From the MD simulation results in Section 3, it is
evident that the self-atom damage quickly saturates at lower en-
ergies with increase of fluence. This reduces the defect density in
the near-surface region (where He can be trapped), opposite to
linear increase with fluence of the damage dose obtained from
SRIM. The saturation is a result of the recombination of vacancies



Fig. 11. Depth distribution of normalized cumulative impact count, after 500 impacts,
induced by W self-atom impact at the indicated energies and temperature. Note the
unperturbed surface is at 0 Å. Positive depths are above the initial, unperturbed vac-
uumesurface interface. The above-surface interstitials, shown at positive depths,
correspond to what are conventionally referred to as adatoms. The normalization of
damage counts is to the total initial unperturbed W atom number per layer. The
symbols are at the centers of the bins of 1.58 Å width in z-direction, positioned at the
unperturbed layers of W.
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and interstitials that lie within a critical distance of each other. This
saturation behavior is particularly evident for vacancies in MD
simulations carried out in the impact energy range 0.5e1 keV and
for interstitials in the range 2e4 keV, but is expected to be relevant
for interstitials at energies higher than those calculated here as
well. As was discussed in Ref. [18] in connectionwith H retention in
W pre-damaged by MeV-energy W self-ions [18], when the self-
atom impact damage accumulation data are used to estimate
neutron damage at the relevant energies, the implantation yield
has to be added to the vacancy cumulative count numbers, since
neutrons cannot be used to recombine the vacancies created by
sputtering. Our counting finds that the implanted atoms contribute
only a small fraction of the interstitial defects (too small to be
shown in the figures).

Sputtering, implantation and reflection are linear functions of
the impact number in the considered range of fluences and en-
ergies. The efficiency of implantation is more than 80% per impact
atom at all energies, and most of the implanted atoms (~95%) end
Fig. 12. Percentage of adatoms in interstitials, IA, at various impact energies E. For
E > 0.5 keV, this dependence is well fitted by a power function IA ¼ aE�b, where
a ¼ 89.64% and b ¼ 7.44 � 10�2. As expected, at low impact energies almost all in-
terstitials are adatoms, while their percentage decreases at higher energies, reaching
about 75% at the 10 keV.
up at vacancy sites, thus reducing the total number of vacancies
remaining after the “pacification” of each collision cascade in
comparison to that from the steady-state Frenkel pair count. The
competing process, i.e. sputtering, is less efficient than implanta-
tion at impact energies below 1 keV, but it becomes dominant over
implantation at higher energies, becoming a significant contributor
to the vacancy count. Sputtering produces vacancies, but in fewer
numbers than their reduction due to implants that end up at va-
cancy sites. The difference of the number of interstitials and va-
cancies almost exactly reproduces the difference of implantation
and sputtering counts.
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